
What a Spring ! We welcome some new staff:  Liz Jones our vet 
(comes to us from Wagga and grew up near Deniliquin) and 
Stephanie Jones (not related!) our nurse from Tasmania.  Please 
say hello when you see them. Also a HUGE congratulations to 
Leesa (and Tony) on their marriage! 

At home: Clare managed to ditch her training wheels (this has 
turned the ride to school from a 58 minute ordeal of complaining 
and crying into an 18 min joyous event, sort of).   Adam has a 
motorbike.  I'm still not quite sure how that happened (wish I 
could put training wheels on it!).  I also got to talk physics with 
the kids- Oliver asked “is gravity a man?”.  Well, they were 
trapped in the car while I embarked on a 10 minute beautifully 
framed child-friendly explanation of the forces in our world.  I 
was still mentally patting myself on the back when Oliver said “so 
is gravity a man?”.  Should have just said 'magic' ... 

Pets as presents

Christmas is not far away and some of you may be considering a 
pet as a present for family or friends.  You should always discuss 
first with the intended new owner as pets really are a life-long 
emotional and financial commitment. 

A new puppy or kitten requires vaccination, micro-chipping, 
desexing and worming. You may also
consider extras like pet insurance (to help
with those unexpected
illnesses/accidents) and puppy pre-school
for your new friend.

Before deciding on your new pet do your
research. Consider how much work is
involved in the type of pet (eg fish versus puppy!) as well as 
looking into the breed of animal you want to get.

If after some planning you decide on the perfect pet look into the
breeder to ensure you are getting what you pay for and don't 
forget the option of rehoming an animal from the RSPCA.

We look forward to meeting your new friends in the new year!

 Is your dog up to date with vaccinations?Is your dog up to date with vaccinations? 

PARVOVIRUS  IS FATAL AND IS HIGHLY PREVALENT IN WANGARATTA . THE VIRUS

FAVOURS HOT HUMID WEATHER AND CAN LIVE IN THE ENVIRONMENT FOR 12
MONTHS OR MORE. 

  

 

Now you seed me now you don't!

It's grass seed season!!! Which means we
will be pulling grass seeds out of anywhere
and everywhere!! It always amazes us how
quickly the seeds get into nooks and crannies and how quickly 
they cause infection and discomfort. 

It is important to keep your pets' coat as short as possible 
especially their feet. Dogs (and cats) who are at increased risk 
should have their feet and coat checked regularly for seeds or 
abscesses. 

Seeds can be found in eyes, ears, the nose, in between toes 
and under feet and anywhere along the body. They often 
cause sudden onset discomfort when in the eyes, ears and 
nose and often a slower formation of swelling and pain in the 
feet and body. 

Seeds can migrate through the skin and internally into the 
chest or abdomen so grass seed abscesses should not be 
ignored. Very few animals will allow us to deal with grass seeds
awake, the majority need sedation due to the discomfort of 
the prickly seeds. 

INVITATION TO ALL SMALL ANIMAL CLIENTS:
DIY GREASE AND OIL CHANGE!

A discussion evening and demonstrations on DIY at-home
examination of your pet, teaching your pet to enjoy everyday
grooming and husbandry and preparing them for a  vet visit!

WHEN: Wednesday 16th December, 2015
WHERE: Wangaratta Veterinary Clinic

TIME: 6 for 6.30pm start
RSVP: 03 5721 4000 

Light refreshments provided
*Places limited to 50 so get in quick!

Summer 2015

      VOUCHERVOUCHER
$10 off a small animal consultation 
or $20 off a large animal visit (excludes 
products)
Conditions: One voucher only per client account. 
Voucher must be brought to the clinic at time of  
consultation. Only valid for bookings in January

PLEASE NOTE THE CLINIC WILL BE CLOSED FRIDAYS PLEASE NOTE THE CLINIC WILL BE CLOSED FRIDAYS 
1pm-2pm FOR OUR MEETING. FOR EMERGENCIES 1pm-2pm FOR OUR MEETING. FOR EMERGENCIES 
DURING THIS TIME PLEASE RING 0428 505 440. THANK DURING THIS TIME PLEASE RING 0428 505 440. THANK 
YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING WE APOLOGISE FOR YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING WE APOLOGISE FOR 
ANY INCONVENIENCE.ANY INCONVENIENCE.



 Large Animal 

Blinded by the light..... or lack of thiamine!

Thiamine (vitamin B1) is produced by bacteria in the rumen of 
cattle and sheep on well balanced diets. Thiamine deficiency 
leads to polioencephalomalacia or PEM (softening of the brain 
tissue).  

Thiamine is broken down in the rumen by chemicals 
(thiaminases) that are produced by micro-organisms in the 
stomach or from ingestion of some plants. Excessive sulphur, 
especially after fertiliser, in the diet can  make the rumen an 
unfavourable environment for thiamine production. 

PEM is most commonly seen in the early summer months in 
recently weaned calves. Adult animals are occasionally affected 
but the condition usually affects 6-18
month olds. 

Clinical signs include depression,
tremors, convulsions and neurological
signs. Commonly we see blindness,
aimless wandering, head pressing, down
animals star gazing (as pictured) and death. 

There are other conditions that may cause similar signs such as
listeria infection in the brain, grass tetany, lead poisoning and 
salt poisoning. 

Diagnosis is made predominantly on clinical signs and history. 
Bloods tests are not readily available but post mortem 
examination reveals distinct changes to the brain. 

Treatment involves injections of vitamin B1 into the vein 
initially followed by intramuscular injections. The injections 
are given every few hours initially then continued less 
frequently over the next few days. If treatment is started early
in the condition or in animals with less severe signs it is 
usually successful. As the disease progresses treatment is not 
as rewarding.

There is not much in the way of prevention because cases are
sporadic and don't often have a predisposing event. If a large 
number of cases are being seen investigation into plant 
species may help identify if these are the cause and if 
paddocks should be restricted. 

As with most conditions prompt treatment underpins success
so please contact us, even just to ask questions, if you think 
you have sick animals. 

  No Bull! A bit about bull breeding soundness examinationNo Bull! A bit about bull breeding soundness examination

What is it? A bull breeding soundness examination (BBSE) 
involves a physical examination, palpation of the internal 
reproductive organs, scrotal circumference and testicle 
palpation, external penis exam and semen collection and 
analysis. Observation of libido and “jumping” may be 
performed if deemed necessary. 

How/When/Where? BBSEs are performed on farm by a 
veterinarian. Good facilities (a decent crush!) are required to 
restrain the bull. BBSEs can be performed at any time 
however weather can affect semen so on exceptionally cold 
days we may need to postpone. Multiple bulls can be 
examined at the same visit, please just specify this at booking.

Cost? A single BBSE will cost $126.50 plus travel expenses. 
The breakdown: $88 for the physical and reproductive 
examination and semen collection, $16.50 for semen 
microscopic evaluation and $22 disposables charge. When 
multiple bulls are examined at one visit the examination 
charge on the second+ bull is $44. Certificate fees are 
additional. 

These prices are current as at October 2015 and are subject to change 
without warning. 

Why bother? There are many
reasons to test your bull/s.
Bulls can be tested before sale
or purchase (with the current
bull owner's permission) and
certificates written on request.
Just like when buying a car - a
test drive is not a bad idea!
Poor conception rates noted at pregnancy testing or calving 
may lead to investigation of the bull as a possible cause.  Bulls
can be tested pre-joining to ensure they are in good working 
order. The evaluation of breeding potential may also allow for
reduced bull numbers. 

There are significant benefits to testing pre-joining as if we 
wait until pregnancy testing (particularly if this is done close 
to expected calving dates) then a whole season can be wasted
leading to significant loss of profit and cost of carrying over 
stock.
Eg. If steer prices are good at $1200/head and a mob of 50 
cattle has a reduced in calf rate at 70% instead of 90% that is 
a potential loss (assuming 50% of calves are steers) of $6000. 
With a pre joining  BBSE and 6 week post joining pregnancy 
testing costing $300 (excluding travel) the return on 
investment in detecting a problem pre-joining can be around 
$20 for ever dollar spent. 
BBSEs are a great conception tool that is too commonly 
overlooked. Detecting problems early allows intervention and
minimises the potential for serious loss of income. 

        VOUCHERVOUCHER
$20 off your next large animal visit 
or $10 off your next small animal 
consultation (excluding products).
Conditions: One voucher only per client account. 
Voucher must be mentioned to reception staff when 
booking in farm visit. Only valid for bookings in January

Clare and Joanne Williams enjoying games night! Possibly 
the funniest game ever invented – Pie Face! Nothing beats 
the suspense and enjoyment of a game of Russian Roulette 
with a cream filled face slap!! 


